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Abstract-We consider the compressible barotropic Navier-Stokes system in one dimension, with 
a nonmonotonic equation of state. The associated free boundary problem is investigated, and we 
prove asymptotic properties of the unique globally defined solution for large time. 
We also make some comments on a related model of quantum fluid describing the dynamics of cold 
nuclear matter (zero temperature). @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following system of quasi-linear differential equations in one dimension: 
Dtq = Du, in Q, 
Dtu = D (dr]W~ - ~(711) + g(t), in Q, 
(1) 
where v = l/p, together with the boundary and initial conditions 
[y(rlWu - ~(rl)l~=~  -~dt), for a= 0, M, in R+, 
77lt,o = 11°(4T L-J = u”c& in R, (2) 
Problem (l),(2) d escribes the flow of a layer of viscous compressible barotropic fluid under the 
action of the mass force g(t) and the external pressures pa(t) and pi on the free boundaries 
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of the layer. Here x and t are Lagrangian mass coordinates, v is the specific volume, and u is 
the velocity (the unknown functions); also p is the density, p(v) is the pressure, and V(Q) is a 
viscosity coefficient. 
Our purpose is to generalize some results of [1,2] (see also [3]). 
We define, for any w E L1(R), the mean value (20) = (l/M)J,w(x)dx, and the operator 
Iw(x) = Jo” w(y) dy. We denote also by Lq(G) the usual Lebesgue spaces. We suppose that the 
functions v and p are continuous on R+, with 0 < uo 5 v(.), but we do not suppose that they 
are monotonic. 
Let qO(x) > 0 on R, u” E L2(s2), and p=(t) = p,,s + Apa( where the p,,s are real constants, 
and Ap, E L2(R+), for (Y = 0,M. 
Let also g E L2(0,T), for any T > 0. 
We are interested in asymptotic properties of a global regular generalized solution of problem 
(l),(2) such that V,U E Wi,2(Q~), DDtr], D2u E L2(Q~), and q(x, t) > 0 in &, for any T > 0, 
where the space W1v2(Q~) is the standard Sobolev space. Here QT = 0 x (0, T). 
The existence and uniqueness of such a solution was proved in [4,5], under some general re- 
quirements on the data. 
It follows from the second equation (1) and conditions (2) that 
G(u) = g - M-?PM -PO), in R+, and (U)It=o = (uOL (3). 
so the following explicit formula for (u) is valid: 
(4 = (u”) + 1’ [g - M-'(PM -PO)] d7, 
0 
which fully describes the behaviour of (u) in time. 
By virtue of (l)-(3), the functions 77 and ii = u - (u) satisfy the closed system of equations 
(not containing g) 
Dtrj = Dn, in Q, 
DtE = D (drl)pD~ -P(V) + PB) , in Q, 
(4) 
together with the boundary and initial conditions: 
[v(v)PD~ - ~(7) + PB],=, = 0, for Q: = 0, M, in R+, 
Vlt,o = rlO(x)l %,o = ‘izo(X)> in fi, 
-(5) 
where the function p~(x, t) = (1 - i’~I-~x)po(t) + Mvlxp~(t) is a linear interpolation between 
pa(t) and PM(t), and ?$‘(x) = u” - (u”). 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESULTS 
First, we derive an energy estimate for the solution. 
Let us define E(C) = - s,’ p(t) d<, let N > 1 be a parameter, and let Kc’) (IV) and Kl (IV), for 
1 = 0, 1,2, be some nondecreasing functions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let the function p satisfy the conditions 
-oo < linlXlfp(C) I foe, lirnyp p(C) = 0. 
-00 
Then under the hypotheses 
(6) 
llQOll L’(n) +lI~(~“)llL~(,) 5 NT 
Il~ll <N, N-l I P,,S I N, IIAP,IIL~R+) I N, for (II = 0, M, 
(7) 
L*(n) - 
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Il%(E+:Ll(n)) +II-wllc(~+;~I(n)) +Il’iillc(fl+;pcn,) +ll(v(I))P)“2D~l(L20 I K(“vn (8) 
where C(K’; Lq(fl)) is the Banach space of the Lq(R)-valued functions, continuous and bounded 
-+ 
onR . 
Now, we give uniform lower and upper bounds for the specific volume q. 
THEOREM 1. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 1 be satisfied. 
1. Let p(O+) = 1 imC_o+ p(C) = +oo. If N-l 5 q’(x) on ai, then one has the lower bound 
[K(‘)(N)] -’ < 7](x, t), for (x, t) E Zj. 
2. If q”(x) 5 N on n’, then one has the upper bound 
~(x , t) 5 Kc2)(N), for (x, t) E 0. 
Finally, we state our main stabilization result. 
THEOREM 2. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied: 
,lT+P(C) = +m, --oo < liy,imfp(c) 5 l~m~pp(C) = 0. (9) 
+ca 
Let us also suppose that the condition N-l < Q’(X) 5 N holds on a, together with the hypothe- 
ses (7). 
Then the following asymptotic properties hold for large time: 
1. 
II@-7 ML2(0) + 09 ast-++cq (10) 
2. 
77(x, t) + %9(x), for all x E ai;, as t + +co, (11) 
provided that llAp,(ILl(~+) _ < N, for cx = 0, M, where 7s E LO”(R) is a positive function 
satis@ing the property 
p(vs(x)) = Es(x) = (1 - j@x)po,s + M-lxCpM,S, for all x E a. (12) 
REMARKS. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Of course, from Theorem 1 and property (ll), it follows that [K(l)(N)]-’ 2 qs(x) 5 
Kt2)(N), on n, and that llq(.,t) - rls(~)ll~qq -+ 0, as t + +co, for all 15 q < 00. 
We do not assert that the limiting specific volume is uniquely defined by equation (12): 
due to the lack of monotonicity of C + p(C), this is generally wrong. 
In fact, we have not a precise knowledge of vs(x), which may depend on the initial and 
physical data of the problem. 
Let us denote by ps E p(r]s) the statioriary pressure of the problem. Let Js = [a, b], with 
a = min{po,s,p~,s} and b = max{po,s,pM,s}. Suppose that there exists an interval (or 
a half-segment or a segment) J c JS such that the function p is invertible, for the values 
in J. Then QS(X) = p-‘(ps(x)) on p-l(J) (so QS(X) is uniquely defined and continuous 
on p-l(J)). For instance, if J = Js, then Q,(X) = p-‘(ps(x)) on a. 
Suppose that p is invertible for the values from a segment J > Js, and that the a priori 
inclusion p(v(x, t)) E J holds for all x E a, and t 2 t, 2 0. Let p (respectively, p-‘) be the 
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Lipschitz functions on p-l(J) (respectively, J). Then one can show, by using Theorem 2 
in [l], that the following decay holds, for all t 2 t,: 
where r(t) = Ill-r(-,t) - w(~)lb(~) + Il~(~,t)ll~q~~), and the quantities y, K > 0 depend 
not only on N but on J as well. Besides, the same estimate is valid in the stronger 
norm r(‘)(t) = llv(.,t) - m(.)llwv(n) + Ila(.,t)ll~(n), provided that ]]D~O]]Q(~, I N, 
and a somewhat different estimate is valid in the norm r(l)(t) = ]]q(.,t) - ~s(.)]]wl,2CnJ + 
]]~(.,t)(]wl,z(~); see [l] for details. 
3. SKETCH OF THE PROOFS 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. According to the second equation (4) and boundary conditions (5), 
one has first the integral identity 
I L&z. 4 + (v(~l)@n - P(V) + PS) * 041 dx = - APM * ArEM + APO * 4&=0, (13) R 
for all C$ E I@~~(fl), such that (4) = 0, and for almost all t E R+. 
Therefore, by using the first equation (4), we get 
Dt +E(q) +psq 
> s dx+ R v(~)p(Da)~ dx = - APM * ;lil,=M + APO . Al,=, . (14) 
By taking into account the inequalities 
~-‘%41~2p2, I I141ccn, I IlD~ll~~(n) 5 Vo1’211vll;~;n, lI(~(~)~)1’2D~lIL.z(n) 1 (15) 
and using the arguments of Proposition 1.1 in [6], we complete the proof of Proposition 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Now, by applying the operator I to the second equation (4), and using 
the first equation (4), we get the important relation 
D&v) = P(V) - PS + DtIz - APB, (16) 
where NO = .f:(dt)/E) dS, and Apn(~, t) = (1 - M-lx) APO(~) + M-IX Apt. . 
For the regular generalized solution defined above, equation (16) is valid for all x E a and, for 
any such x, almost everywhere on R+. 
Because of the property 0 < ~0 5 V, the function A is increasing on R+, and R(O+) = -oo 
and A(+co) = +co. So its inverse A-’ : R + R+ is well defined and is also continuous and 
increasing. 
Let us rewrite relation (16) as follows: 
Dtx = f(X) - ps + DJii - APB, (17) 
where X = A(q), and f = p o A-l. 
If p(O+) = +cq then f(-oo) = +oo. From the second condition (6), it follows that 
lirnyp f(C) = 0. 
-00 
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Moreover, the following estimates are valid (see (7) and (8)): 
N-l 5 PS IN, 
and 
‘df > 0 : IlA~~ll~qt~,t~) I dt2 - td + (4~)~1 ,:oaM IIAp&zcR+, I c(t2 - tl) + (4e)-‘N2, 
for all 0 5 tl < t2. 
By fixing IC E a, and using Lemma 1.3 in [7] concerning uniform estimates for the ordinary 
differential equation of type (17), we obtain Theorem 1. Such estimates have been previously 
given in [1,6,8]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Finally, one has the following formula for the total kinetic energy 
E = P/2)11~1122(n,: 
DtE = - I v(rl)p(W2 dx + (p(q) - PS) DE& - APM . ~ll=M + APO . ~l,=o, R s R 
which is a slight modification of (14). 
By using Item 1 of Theorem 1 and the second condition (9), we derive the estimate 
+ [K”‘;;;_‘<c Ip( + N Al + (IAPoI + IAPMI) Il~ll~~~,. 
By taking into account inequalities (15) and Proposition 1, we have 
I 
r+l 
E(T) 5 [E + IWI dt 
T 
with Q(‘) = s1 x (T, r + l), for all r > 0. 
The right-hand side of the last estimate converges to zero as r -+ +co. Then E(r) -+ 0 as 
r --t +oo, and property (10) is proved. 
Here, we used the trick of StraSkraba (see [9]) already used in [lo] and [7]. 
Now we return to equation (17), rewritten in the form 
DtY = f(Y + 2) - PS, (18) 
where Y = X - Z and Z = IE + St’” APB ds. 
By using the above results (see Proposition 1, Theorem 1, and property (lo)), and the assump- 
tion ]]Apa (IL’ cR+) 5 N, for Q = 0, M, we have 
IlYllq~;, 5 IlwINlq~i) + Il~llq~, 
5 IlN~3Ilccs~~ + Il~ll,~~+,LI~n~~ + IIAPoIIL~(R+) + IIAPMIIL~(R+) 
I Kz(N), 
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with SN = [[K(l)(N)]-l, K@)(N)], and 
ll~WIlcc~, 5 Il~i(~~~k~(~) + IlAPollwt,+w) + Il4ull~~(t,+c+ 
where the right-hand side converges to zero as t ---) +m. 
From a technical lemma of Ball-Peg0 in [ll] concerning the stabilization of bounded solutions 
of ordinary differential equations of type (18), it follows that Y(z, t) --+ Ys(z) as t -+ +co and 
that f(Ys(~)) - ps(~) = 0, for all z E a. 
This proves Item 2 of Theorem 2. In a similar way (but in another situation), property (11) 
was proved in [12] (see also [13]). 
4. A BRIEF COMMENT ON A MODEL 
OF COLD NUCLEAR MATTER 
In [3], a 3D simplified hydrodynamical model of nuclear matter has been introduced, which 
leads to a consistent compressible Navier-Stokes system, with some special features, due to quan- 
tum effects, leading to interesting phase transitions phenomena. To get qualitative information, 
a simple attractive situation to begin with is the one-dimension geometry. 
In fact, a number of works have been devoted to the dynamics of monodimensional “nuclear 
slabs”. Although degenerate, this geometry has been used [14] to test more complicated models, 
and the above results can be applied in this context. 
In the corresponding zero temperature model of nuclear matter [3], the pressure p(q) is given 
by the formula 
p(q) = aqm3 - bqW2 + CV-~/~, 
where a, b, c are positive parameters. 
One easily checks (see [2]) that all the requirements necessary to apply the above results are 
satisfied by this model, allowing us to apply Theorem 2 to improve the asymptotic behaviour of 
a nuclear slab described by such a nonmonotonic pressure law. 
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